


ten years later: 
we will not forget

a report by Jack l. Martin Director of special Projects

september 2011

in this assessment of where the issue of

national security stands ten years after the

tragic 9/11 attacks, we focus on policies

aimed at preventing entry of intending

terrorists into the country, methods for

identifying those who manage to get into

the country, and the complicating factor of

finding terrorists among millions of illegal

foreign residents.

we also identify the unfinished agenda of

reforms needed to provide greater security

to the american public.

we will not forget the victims of the

september 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.

we will not forget that america re-

mains in the crosshairs of foreign

terrorist groups.

we will continue to promote immigra-

tion reforms that will lessen the na-

tion’s vulnerability to future attacks.



The Continuing Threat  

e death of Osama bin Laden was a milestone in
holding the al Qaeda terrorist movement account-
able for the deaths inflicted on the U.S. public ten
years ago. It does not, however, mean that the threat
of continuing terrorist attack has ended.  

Developments during the past year have demon-
strated our continuing vulnerability to terrorist at-
tack. 

Khalid Aldawsari, a Saudi Arabian student studying
chemical engineering in Texas, was arrested on Feb-
ruary 24, 2011. He claimed in his diary that he was
prepared to martyr himself in “jihad.” He had pur-
chased concentrated chemicals needed to make ex-
plosive devices and had identified targets in
California, New York, and Colorado. 

Waad Ramadan Alwan and Mohanad Shareef
Hammadi, two Somali refugees residing in
Tennessee, were exposed for making bombs in Iraq
intended for use against U.S. forces prior to coming
to the United States. ey were arrested in May
2011 for continuing efforts to support attacks on
U.S. troops in Iraq.1

Controlling Entry

Legal Entry
All of the 9/11 terrorists entered the United States
with visas. After the tragedy of the attacks it became
clear that the visa issuance procedures that provided
the terrorists entry to our country were mindlessly
lax. Among the first post-9/11 reforms was a re-ex-
amination and tightening of visa applicant screening
procedures and later the assignment of an oversight
role in the visa issuance process to Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) personnel. 

e visa issuance system and the screening system
for international passengers coming to the United
States have become less vulnerable because of post-
9/11 reforms. Intelligence collection efforts have be-
come more integrated into the traveler security
analysis system. Nationals coming from countries
that have terrorist organizations receive intensive

“…[t]he texas university student terror-

ist serve[s] as proof that the war on ter-

ror continues and that radical jihadists

are as committed as ever to killing

americans. america must be equally

committed to stopping them.”  
—U.s. representative lamar smith (r-tex.)

May 20112

“His death does not mark the end of

our effort. there's no doubt that al

Qaeda will continue to pursue attacks

against us. we must — and we will —

remain vigilant at home and abroad.” 
—President Barak obama

white House transcript, May 2011
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scrutiny. Travelers not required to obtain visas must
provide personal identifying information electroni-
cally in advance of their travel. e location of for-
eign students is tracked from their entry and arrival
at a U.S. school to their departure. 

An Associated Press report in April 2011 noted that
350 suspected terrorists, including persons linked to
al Qaeda, Hamas, Lashkar-e-Taiba and other terror
groups, have been kept off airplanes to the United
States since the end of 2009 as a result of the Elec-
tronic System for Travel Authorization (ESTA)
screening system.3 at is the good news. e other
side of that coin, however, is the indication of a con-
tinuing effort of international terrorist organizations
to get operatives into the United States.

According to a Government Accountability Office
(GAO) report issued in May 2011, despite the man-
date, travelers coming from countries that partici-
pate in the Visa Waiver Program (VWP) are not
comprehensively screened in ESTA.4 Also in the re-
port, in 2010 there were about 364,000 foreign trav-
elers who entered the country in the VWP without
having had their records submitted through ESTA.
In addition, despite the requirement for bilateral in-
formation and intelligence sharing in order to par-
ticipate in the VWP,5 as many as half the countries
whose nationals benefit from the VWP are not fully
compliant with the obligation they undertook. 

A further flaw in the VWP identified in the GAO
report concerns the requirement in the law that the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) conduct
a security review of the participation of each country
in the VWP at least every 2 years. e GAO found,
“…DHS has not completed the latest biennial re-
ports for 18 of the 36 VWP countries in a timely

manner, and over half of these reports are more than
1 year overdue. Further, in the case of two countries,
DHS was unable to demonstrate that it had com-
pleted reports in the last 4 years.” 

Illegal Entry
Since 2001 the staffing of the Border Patrol has
nearly doubled. Fencing that previously existed pri-
marily only near legal ports of entry has been ex-
tended to large sections previously used for illegal
entry by foot and by vehicle. Nevertheless, the 'dou-
ble layer' fencing requirement mandated by the Se-
cure Fence Act has stalled with only about 36 of the
mandated 700 miles completed. New technology
has been deployed to assist in border surveillance,
but to date it is no substitute for the human re-
sources of the Border Patrol.

Border Patrol apprehensions of illegal aliens that
numbered nearly 1.4 million in 2001 have fallen to
about 463,000 in 2010. is drop, however, is only
partly due to increased border control resources. e
other major factor is the state of the U.S. economy
and the unacceptably high level of unemployment.
ose economic conditions have cost many illegal
aliens their jobs and have discouraged additional il-
legal immigration. Because of the relationship be-
tween the drop in illegal entry and the economic
situation, it is unrealistic to expect the current slump
in illegal entry to be permanent. Rather, it is more
realistic to expect the level of illegal entry to surge
again when the economy improves — especially
when new construction picks up speed. 

For perspective, we must keep in mind that there
are still hundreds of thousands of illegal aliens who
penetrate our border defenses each year and are ap-
prehended; and, several times that level of illegal
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entry continues to occur by persons who are not ap-
prehended. e ‘Do Not Enter’ sign on our borders
outside of legal ports of entry is still not respected
by persons seeking jobs or traffickers in drugs and
people, and there is no reason to believe that it is
being respected by foreign terrorists. Unlike people
seeking jobs, criminals and terrorists are not deterred
by a weak economy.

It is not just the availability of jobs in the United
States and in the illegal alien sending countries that
will determine the extent to which illegal immigra-
tion will resume swelling the illegal alien population
in the United States. It will be influenced also by
perceptions of the environment for illegal workers
who succeed in entering the country. Clearly local
measures in several states, e.g., Arizona, Colorado,
Alabama, Georgia, and North Carolina, will serve
as a deterrent. However, the message conveyed by
the federal government, with the administration
urging adoption of an amnesty for illegal aliens and
promulgating policies to restrict enforcement
against illegal aliens who come looking for a job, is
a message that is likely to provide additional incen-
tive to arrive in the country to take advantage of an
amnesty if it is adopted.

e fact that the 9/11 terrorists were able to obtain
visas and the evidence of continued attempts by for-
eigners with links to terrorism to legally enter the
United States does not mean that terrorists will not
try to sneak into the country if they cannot foil the
new security measures on visa issuance. at may be
seen in the apprehension of Ahmed Ressam, an Al-
gerian, and Ghazi Ibrahim Abu Mezer, a Palestinian,
both of whom attempted to enter illegally from
Canada with terrorist objectives.

Border insecurity is most often focused on our
southern border and public recognition of vulnera-
bility from across the northern border is often over-
looked. But, experience demonstrates past entry by
intending terrorists from Canada, and the recur-
rence of illegal entry from Canada remains a serious
concern. 

e worrisome presence in Canada of groups such
as the Tamil Tigers, the Kurdistan Workers' Party
(PKK); major Sikh terrorist groups, and Shi'ite and
Sunni Muslim organizations (Hezbollah and
Hamas) with ties to Egypt, Lebanon, Iran, Libya,
and Algeria led the Anti-Defamation League to
make the following assessment:

ere is a growing body of evidence indicating that
terrorist groups have been operating effectively in
Canada by taking advantage of Canada's liberal
immigration and political asylum policies and the
porous Canadian-American border.6

In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, the U.S. and
Canada signed a Joint Statement of Cooperation on
Border Security and Regional Migration Issues. U.S.
government statements point to excellent U.S.-
Canadian security cooperation, and measures have
been adopted to lessen the ease by which intending
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terrorists might enter the United States. For exam-
ple, the possibility for intending terrorists to enter
the United States by posing as a Canadian citizen
with a Canadian driver’s license has been limited by
the new requirement as of 23 January 2007 that
Canadians must present a Canadian passport to
enter the United States. 

Despite progress since the 9/11 attacks in tightening
northern border security measures, what has not
changed are the policies of the Canadian govern-
ment that allow the continued operation of groups
with ties to international terrorism and the porosity
of the vast border that is easily crossed by drug and
people smugglers. 

Identifying Terrorists
Who Get Into the
United States

Today agents of foreign terrorist organizations face
a more difficult time in conducting terrorist opera-
tions if they succeed in entering the United States.
It is more difficult to illegally obtain a valid drivers
license to facilitate airline travel, enter government
buildings, secure lodging, or make purchases. at
is the good news. e bad news is that persons ille-
gally in the country may still obtain a U.S. driver’s
license in a few states, and a sophisticated new in-

dustry in counterfeit U.S. driver’s licenses has
sprouted in China to compete with domestic fake
document manufacturers. is foreign source has
been identified as providing driver’s licenses for teens
seeking to circumvent laws against sales of liquor to
minors, but is equally available to illegal aliens and
to potential international terrorists.8

Driver’s Licenses
e REAL ID Act of 2005 required states to tighten
the issuance of driver’s licenses and identity cards by
checking identity and restricting licenses to persons
legally present in the country and to expire at the
end of a period of legal admission. e need for se-
cure identity documents was identified well before
the 9/11 attacks, but efforts to enact new standards
had failed. Following the attacks, the 9/11 Commis-
sion report reemphasized the need for secure iden-
tity documents. Commission staff member Janice
Kephart commented early this year that to date 11
states, including Alabama, Colorado, Indiana and
Maryland, are fully compliant with the REAL ID
requirements and most other states are partially
compliant.9

Nevertheless, some states continue to defy the fed-
eral law out of misguided concern about individual
privacy, a desire to protect illegal aliens, or in defi-
ance of standards imposed by the federal govern-
ment, or a combination of those concerns. Idaho,
Maine, Montana, New Hampshire, Oklahoma,
South Carolina and Washington passed bills that ex-
pressly forbid state agencies from complying with
REAL ID. Nevertheless, outside of the political
spotlight, some of these states have continued to im-
plement the identity safety standards established by
the law. e federal government has leverage in
pressing for compliance with the uniform ID secu-

“... Canada has emerged as an impor-

tant gateway to the United states, the

primary target of multiple jihad groups.”
—rohan gunaratna, Head,  international Centre for

Political Violence and terrorism research 

institute of Defence and strategic studies

singapore, 20077
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rity system by denying recognition to state IDs that
do not comply with the law’s standards. e federal
government may refuse to accept non-compliant
state IDs for federal purposes such as boarding an
air carrier or entering federal offices. e deadline
for compliance has been repeatedly postponed, most
recently earlier this year. It is now January 15, 2013.

Secure Communities
e Secure Communities program is an important
advance in identifying foreigners illegally in the
country. It was launched by the Bush administration
and has been rapidly expanded by the Obama ad-
ministration. is program involves local jurisdic-
tions across the country electronically submitting
digitized fingerprints of persons detained for crimi-
nal activity to the FBI and, at the same time to
DHS. ose electronic records are then checked for
matches in either of the databases for persons being
sought by either the FBI or DHS. e Secure Com-
munities program is credited with identifying the
location in Tennessee of the two Somalis arrested
earlier this year for their connection to al Qaeda.

In addition to its usefulness as a program for uncov-
ering potential foreign terrorists in the United
States, the program is also a means for identifying
foreigners wanted for deportation for criminal ac-
tivities or absconding after being ordered deported.
at potential may reduce the huge illegal alien pop-
ulation that makes uncovering potential terrorists
more difficult. Its full potential, however, is not
being used because the Obama administration has
sought to placate Latino activist organizations that
argue that illegal aliens who have not been convicted
of a serious crime should not be deported.

Foreign Students
e Student and Exchange Visitor Information Sys-
tem (SEVIS) was established in 2002 in response to
the 9/11 attacks and the recognition that the ab-
sence of a system to track the presence and location
of the hundreds of thousands of foreign students in
the United States was a security vulnerability. A re-
lated effort was an investigation of the educational
institutions that were issuing the admission forms
needed to obtain a student visa. Widespread fraud
was uncovered in store-front organizations estab-
lished for enabling entry by foreigners seeking jobs
in the United States rather than an education. ese
reforms have closed a large loophole that could be
used by potential terrorists.

However, recent developments prove that this vul-
nerability persists. A University of North Carolina
foreign student advisor was found to have falsified
records of foreign students at his school to prevent
their detection when they opted to stay illegally in
the United States.10 In another development, the
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
branch of DHS uncovered a new store-front racket
posing as an educational institution to facilitate il-
legal entry into the United States for persons posing
as students. “e California based educational in-



stitution [Tri-Valley University] was closed after an
immigration raid on January 19, 2011 and charges
of immigration fraud. e university and its founder
are alleged to have operated a sham university meant
to allow foreign nationals to acquire student visas
and live in the United States.”11

In the case of the UNC foreign student advisor, his
prosecution and likely conviction should help to
deter similar action by others. e same would be
true for sham educational institutions, although no
record was found of any prosecution for such fraud. 

Refugees
As noted above, the refugee admissions program was
recently exposed as having admitted Iraqis who sup-
ported armed attacks against U.S. military forces.
is development led to increased scrutiny of Iraqis
applying as refugees for admission into the United
States, a development lamented by the refugee set-
tlement agencies in the United States.13

e larger the population of refugees residing in the
United States, the more difficult it is to identify per-
sons with ties to international terrorism. Part of the
needed remedial action after finding that the refugee
program has been used by the nation’s enemies is

more careful screening prior to the entry of refugees.
e other reform that would also contribute to na-
tional security would be to simply decrease the num-
ber of persons entering the country as refugees.
FAIR supported the recommendation of the U.S.
Commission on Immigration Reform that a flexible
ceiling of 50,000 persons per year be adopted for
refugee entry. e current ceiling on admissions is
80,000 refugees. 

A reduction in the intake of refugees is also justified
based an objective analysis of the U.S. admission
program in terms of the intake of persons who do
not meet international standards of who is entitled
to refugee protection as well as because of fraud in
the program.14

Illegal Aliens and
Terrorism

While the relationship between the entry of foreign-
ers into the United States and the threat of interna-
tional terrorist attacks within the United States from
foreigners is obvious, the connection to the illegal
alien population in the country is less obvious. 

e presence of millions of illegal aliens residing in
the country provides a form of camouflage for ter-
rorists seeking to avoid contact with law enforce-
ment personnel while they engage in plotting an
attack. e procedures that some of the 9/11 terror-
ists used to obtain state-issued drivers licenses that
allowed them to board the hijacked airplanes with-
out having to use their foreign passports were based
on fraud and bribery of public officials that had
been developed by illegal aliens and their supporters
to skirt regulations for the issuance of those state-is-
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“these so-called schools not only de-

fraud students and violate immigration

laws, but they pose a real threat to our

country. sham universities are a huge

problem in California — the latest ex-

ample this year coming from Pleasanton,

another from 2008 in los angeles, and

two cases before that in san Diego.” 

—sen. Diane feinstein, (D–Calif.), March 201112



sued identity documents. While many of those
loopholes have been closed in the wake of the at-
tacks, the illegal alien community and their support-
ers are regularly creating new loopholes.

Cities and counties that declare themselves ”sanctu-
aries” for illegal aliens also provide a potential base
of operations for international terrorists who suc-
ceed in getting into the United States. Restrictions
on the ability of local police to inquire about a per-
son’s immigration status are an invitation to persons
who do not want their immigration status scruti-
nized including terrorists.

Despite an estimate by the Department of Home-
land Security that the illegal alien population in the
United States fell from 11.6 million in 2008 to 10.8
million in 2010, this enormous population stands
as incontrovertible evidence that it remains far too
easy to enter and reside in the United States illegally.
While the vast majority of illegal aliens in the U.S.
pose no security threat, the bitter lesson of 9/11 is
that it only takes a small number of terrorists to
strike a devastating blow.

e refusal of our nation to effectively deter mass il-
legal immigration continues to provide cover for ter-
rorists. Without a continued large flows of illegal
aliens attempting to gain entry to our country, the
capability of existing Border Patrol resources would
be enhanced in the effort to prevent terrorists from
entering the United States and ICE’s interior en-
forcement capability would be enhanced in investi-
gating and removing potential terrorists who have
already entered.

Furthermore, the means exist to effectively diminish
the existing resident illegal alien population whose
presence complicates the investigative capability of
ICE and other law enforcement agencies.  Reform
legislation enacted in 1996 required establishment
of a system to verify the identity documents of new
employees. is led to the creation of the current E-
Verify system that is available to employers to assure
a legal workforce. e E-Verify system remains a
voluntary system for most employers although it is
increasingly required for contractors with the federal
or state governments and in some states for all em-
ployers. e adoption and effective implementation
of E-Verify as a mandatory requirement for all em-
ployers as currently proposed in Congress can en-
hance efforts to diminish the illegal alien
population.16
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“a critical element of national security

in this global age is keeping track of

visitors to our country. our law enforce-

ment officials must have every tool a

their command to locate these individuals

who longer have the legal right to be in

the U.s. anything less brings compla-

cency and the very real danger that ter-

rorists find new ways to attack our na-

tion.” 
—sen. Kay Bailey Hutchinson, (D–tex.)

June 201115



Selective Immigration
Law Enforcement
While the illegal alien population may have de-
creased — or at least ceased to increase in the past
two years of high unemployment and economic de-
cline — the policies of the current administration
appear to be aimed at avoiding any further contri-
bution to that decline. Two specific measures that
demonstrate that policy focus involve instructions
issued by the director of ICE. In the first of those
instructions, in 2010 ICE promulgated a list of
three priority enforcement targets, i.e. threats to na-
tional security or public safety, recent illegal resi-
dents, and aliens ordered deported who abscond.
For all other illegal aliens, the possibility of enforce-
ment efforts were diminished by the statement that,
“Resources should be committed primarily to ad-
vancing the priorities set forth above in order to best
protect national security and public safety and to se-
cure the border.”17

e second ICE policy memo issued in June 2011
concerned prosecutorial discretion. e memoran-
dum outlined 19 factors to be considered in exercis-
ing discretionary relief from removal. All but three
of the factors identified conditions that might lessen
the interest of the authorities in removing the illegal
alien, e.g., length of presence, age of entry, years of
U.S. schooling, a family member who served in the
U.S. military, ties to the community, etc.19

is policy was interpreted as a further indication
that the Obama administration was sending a mes-
sage to the illegal alien community that it should
not be concerned about deportation unless the alien
had been convicted of a felony or was involved in
terrorist activity. at interpretation resulted in leg-
islation introduced in the House of Representatives
and the Senate to restrict the ability of the adminis-
tration to implement the exercise of broadly defined
prosecutorial discretion.20

287(g) Programs
e federal-local 287(g) cooperative immigration
enforcement programs — named for the section of
the Immigration and Nationality Act that estab-
lished them — provide federal training in immigra-
tion law for state and local law enforcement officers
and deputize the trainees to act as immigration law
enforcement officers. ere was a rapid expansion
of 287(g) programs during the past administration
with 71 participating local agencies in 2010, but the
momentum has reversed during the Obama admin-
istration with a drop to 69 agency agreements at
present.21

e 287(g) program has not been made redundant
or less useful by the adoption of the Secure Com-
munities program because the two programs are dif-
ferent in their operation. Because many of the
persons who have entered the country illegally will
not have been previously apprehended, their finger-
prints submitted in the Secure Communities pro-
gram will not result in their being identified as
deportable aliens. However, 287(g) personnel are
trained to identify deportable aliens on the basis of
documentation and questioning and, if so identi-
fied, will notify federal authorities.

8 federation for american immigration reform

“while it is imperative that iCe target

criminal aliens, it is important to re-

member that the 9/11 hijackers would

not be viewed as “criminal aliens” so it

is incumbent upon iCe to enforce all of

the laws within its jurisdiction.” 
—senate appropriations Committee report

fiscal year 201118
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e lost momentum and the atrophying in the
287(g) program has coincided with policy decisions
of the Obama administration to renegotiate existing
287(g) agreements and to circumscribe new ones to
specify that DHS will accept custody of deportable
aliens apprehended by local jurisdictions only if they
accord with DHS priorities as described above. 

e recent policy announcements by the adminis-
tration described above do not directly impinge on
its commitment to detecting and removing aliens
who represent a threat to national security. e ad-
ministration claims to be implementing “smart” im-
migration law enforcement, with combating
terrorism a high priority. But, by publicly endorsing
an amnesty for immigration law breakers and by cir-
cumscribing immigration law enforcement against
most illegal aliens, the administration is encouraging
illegal aliens to remain in the country and is sending
abroad a welcoming message for new illegal immi-
gration. e result is that the administration’s im-
migration policy is indirectly working at cross
purposes to its stated national security objective.

The Agenda for Action

Entry-Exit Record Matching
fUll iMPleMentation of tHe CoMPre-

HensiVe eleCtroniC entry-exit systeM

for foreign Visitors is a HigH Priority

for iDentifying anD ColleCting inforMa-

tion on foreigners wHo oVerstay tHeir

Visas anD reMain at large in tHe CoUn-

try.

e United States continues to have no comprehen-
sive system to electronically collect information on
all foreign travelers as they enter and leave. As a re-

sult there is no ability to comprehensively match
those entry and exit records. is means that DHS
and the FBI are deprived of information on who
continues to stay on in the United States when no
longer authorized to do so. ey do not know how
many such persons there may be. ey do not know
from what countries they come. ey do not know
if they come with visas or in the VWP. ey do not
know what kind of visa they may have obtained or
their intended destination in the United States. And,
of course, what we don’t know can harm us.

FAIR has consistently called for implementation of
the entry-exit data collection and matching require-
ment recommended by the 9/11 Commission. Our
advocacy of this reform in fact dates back many
years before those attacks. Had it been in place at
the time of the attacks, it might have revealed the
illegal status of one or more of the terrorists and led
to the subsequent prevention of the plot.  

ten years later: we will not forget

“identifying individuals or overstay is a

crucial component of securing our borders

and making our immigration system credible

and real to the law. and to me it’s just un-

acceptable that we’re still unable to sys-

tematically identify people who overstay.” 

—senator Joe lieberman (i-Conn.), May 201122
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While progress has been made in electronically col-
lecting entry data on foreign travelers arriving by air
or water, and some of those entries can be compared
to departure data collected by the transportation
companies, the system is not yet comprehensive. As
long as there is no comprehensive collection of de-
parture information, authorities will have no way of
knowing if individuals who pose a potential security
threat remain in the country. e absence of com-
prehensive electronic data collection on entry and
exit of foreigners also denies DHS the ability to look
for patterns in fraudulent entry and overstay into
the country that would assist law enforcement ef-
forts contribute to the illegal alien population
among whom terrorists may hide.

e Visa Waiver Loophole
tHe VwP sHoUlD Be terMinateD, or, at tHe

Very least, it sHoUlD Be sUsPenDeD Until

tHe CoMPreHensiVe eleCtroniC entry-exit

MatCHing systeM is fUlly oPerational.

FAIR has long called for the end of the VWP for
reasons of both national security and preventing il-
legal immigration. It should be obvious from the
terrorist attacks carried out by home-grown terror-

ists in European countries that participate in the
VWP that nationals of those countries should not
automatically be presumed to represent no threat to
the United States. e VWP was initiated at the
urging of the U.S. tourism industry to facilitate the
easy access of travelers to the United States. at ob-
jective, which may have made some sense pre-9/11,
does not make sense in the current environment.
National security requirements and the American
people’s security must have a higher priority than
the business interests of the tourism industry. 

Requiring foreign travelers to present themselves for
a consular interview the first time they apply for
entry to the United States should be seen as a fun-
damental requirement for screening out potential
terrorists as well as illegal aliens.

Secure Identity Documents
seCUre iDentity DoCUMents are fUnDaMen-

tal to national seCUrity. iMPleMentation of

tHe real iD reQUireMents for reCognition

By tHe feDeral goVernMent of state-issUeD

iDentity DoCUMents anD BirtH CertifiCate

stanDarDs are long oVerDUe anD MUst not

Be fUrtHer DelayeD.

In 2005 the REAL ID Act established new standards
for identity document security. Standards and
benchmarks were set for state-issued driver licenses
and identity cards. e timeframe for implementa-
tion of the standards already has been extended be-
yond the target deadline. While nearly one-third of
the states have complied with the first tier of bench-
marks, the deadline was again extended this year and
now is January 2013. e leverage of the federal
government over this state-controlled ID document
process is in the recognition or non-recognition of
the state-issued documents for federal purposes,

federation for american immigration reform

“it is unacceptable that progress on the

exit portion of Us-Visit has stalled

despite congressional funding and

several pilot projects” 

—senator Charles e. grassley (r-iowa), May 201124

“it is unacceptable that nearly 10 years

after 9/11 we still have no way of know-

ing with any certainty who is in our

country.” 

—sen. John Cornyn (r–tex.), June 201123



such as for boarding commercial aircraft. e delay
in applying the compliance requirement perpetuates
our vulnerability and makes us less safe.  

In addition, there are still no minimum standards
for birth certificates, as required by the Intelligence
Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004.
ese standards are needed to close a back door
through which terrorists could obtain U.S. driver’s
licenses.

Reducing the Illegal Alien Population
assUring tHat all foreigners entering tHe

CoUntry Do so legally BaseD on a sCreening

systeM DesigneD to ProteCt tHe aMeriCan Peo-

Ple MUst Be a PriMary oBJeCtiVe in reDUCing tHe

tHreat to tHe HoMelanD. reDUCing illegal entry

anD tHe size of tHe resiDent illegal alien PoPU-

lation reQUires effeCtiVely Denying eMPloyMent

oPPortUnities for illegal worKers, anD aDoP-

tion of tHe e-Verify systeM as a national re-

QUireMent for all eMPloyers. it also reQUires

effeCtiVe enforCeMent By tHe feDeral goVern-

Ment sUPPleMenteD By CooPeratiVe state anD

loCal goVernMent PoliCies.

Any attempt to suggest that there is no linkage be-
tween illegal immigration and international terror-
ism is a fiction perpetrated by the defenders of illegal
aliens. While illegal aliens in the vast majority do
not directly represent a threat to national security,
there may well be illegal aliens who do represent a
threat. In addition, the same laxity that allows illegal
aliens to exploit loopholes in our identity document

system, and restraints on enforcement of immigra-
tion law, work to the benefit of foreign terrorists.

Conclusion

ere is no perfect defense against international ter-
rorism, and the threat to Americans at home and
abroad will remain for the foreseeable future. Our
protection against such acts requires vigilance and
an intelligent use of the means available to detect
terrorist plots and to disrupt them. at necessarily
means the ability to identify international terrorists
attempting to enter the United States as well as those
who have penetrated our defenses and are already in
the country.

e recommendations of the 9/11 Commission
identified major chinks in the nation’s armor. Yet,
ten years after the attacks, those recommendations
have not yet been fully implemented. Above we have
identified both improvements that have been made
in our defenses and measures that remain lacking.
e agenda for further action is not long, but
achievement of the reforms it identifies would rep-
resent a major contribution to making our country
safer for our families and friends and international
visitors.

We owe it to those who lost their lives in the attacks
of September 11, 2001 and to their loved ones as
well as to present and future generations to take all
reasonable steps to provide for their security in an
environment that respects freedom of expression, as-
sembly, religion and the other freedoms on which
our nation was founded.
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“the terrorists were able to exploit holes

in our driver’s license system.” 

—rep. James sensenbrenner (r-wisc.), June 201125
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